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*Carbon Law; see Falk et al., Exponential Roadmap V 1.5.1 (Jan 
2020). Future Earth. https://exponentialroadmap.org/reports/
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• Research Focus 
1. ICT’s role in the transition to a more

sustainable society; a good life within
planetary boundaries.

– Food
– Energy
– Transportation
– Cities

2. Futuring (future scenarios, 
counterfactuals, design fiction etc.)

3. ICT & Sustainability education



Exploring a new research field

Design for resisting the 
medicalisation of menopause

Electric vehicle energy consumption design 

Human-powered interactions
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Team leader for the sustainability research 
group (MID4S) together with Elina
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We love to have guests!



Content:
1 Computing within Limits
2 Interactive session
3 Computing within Limits applied
4 Q & A
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Computing within Limits 
and Carbon Law computing



My purpose with this talk!
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Computing within Limits 
and Carbon Law computing



The circular flow of money and goods
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The circular flow of money and goods
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Traditional economist: ”This is the economy”
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The economy
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The economy

The economy
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The economyInputs Outputs

The economy
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The economyInputs Outputs

Herman Daly’s heresy (World Bank 1994)
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The economy

Resources Pollution/waste

Inputs Outputs

Herman Daly’s heresy (World Bank 1994)
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The size of the economy is limited by 
the fact that we live on a finite planet
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The economyResources Pollution/waste

Input Output



Empty-world vs full-world economics
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Daly, H. E. (1992). From empty-world economics to full-world
economics: Recognizing an historical turning point in economic
development. Population, technology and lifestyle, 23-37.



A focus on resources
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Resources Pollution/waste

Energy, minerals CO2, e-wasteModern society



• No lack of sustainability-related threats
– Climate change
– Species extinction
– Pollution
– Water scarcity
– Limitations on food production
– Overpopulation
– Economic recession
– Unemployment
– Crisis of political leadership
– Social instability
– Peak oil

A world of limitations
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• No lack of threats to business as usual
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– Social instability
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• 80-85% of global energy is fossil fuels (oil, coal, gas)

• Oil is our most versatile and useful energy source

• More than 1/3 of worldwide energy use is oil
– More than 95% of all transports depend on oil
• There is a lot of oil left but less will be extracted

and/or costs will go up each year

• We are running out of ”good, cheap oil” and have to 
replace it with more expensive oil
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Fossil fuels rule the world
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• Oil is our most
versatile and useful
energy source

• 1 barrel of oil = 
159 liters

• 1 barrel of oil = 
90 USE

• Energy content = 
25.000 hours of
physical work
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Sustainable Development
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Sustainability



1. Question growth
2. Consider models of scarcity
3. Reduce energy and material 

consumption
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Computing within Limits: 
Three key principes

Nardi, B., Tomlinson, B., Patterson, D. J., Chen, J., Pargman, 
D., Raghavan, B., & Penzenstadler, B. (2018). Computing
within limits. Communications of the ACM, 61(10), 86-93.



First and second CfP (2015-2016):
“A goal of this community is to impact society

through the design and development of computing
systems in the abundant present for use in a future of
limits and/or scarcity”
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What does Computing within
Limits stand for?



We envision two broad categories of papers: 
"discussion papers" and "systems papers”:

Discussion papers explore the nature of limits and 
computing [and] describe their impact on computing, 
and present directions for future research.

Systems papers describe the design, implementation, 
and evaluation of computing systems that work within
or help cope with limits. 
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What does Computing within
Limits stand for?



2010: I wrote ”Ubiquitous information in a world of
limitations” for a Nordic research network symposium
http://danielpargman.blogspot.com/2010/10/ubicomp-in-world-of-limitations.html

2011: Barath Raghavan and Justin Ma wrote
”Networking in the Long Emergency” (In Proceedings
of the 2nd ACM SIGCOMM workshop on Green 
networking).
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Limits pre-history
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2010: I wrote ”Ubiquitous information in a world of
limitations” for a Nordic research network symposium
http://danielpargman.blogspot.com/2010/10/ubicomp-in-world-of-limitations.html

2011: Barath Raghavan and Justin Ma wrote
”Networking in the Long Emergency” (In Proceedings
of the 2nd ACM SIGCOMM workshop on Green 
networking).

2014: Me and Barath Raghavan ”Rethinking
sustainability in computing: From buzzword to non-
negotiable limits” (Proceedings of the 8th Nordic 
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction)
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Limits pre-history
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1. Explores and invents a future for computing
in a world of limits and/or scarcity

2. Encourage/accepts thought pieces
(with no empirical materia)

3. Community support
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Why is Limits different?



Thinking about the future

Science fiction author William Gibson is 
known for having stated “The future is 
already here, it’s just not very evenly
distributed” 
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Google glasses



Thinking about the future

Science fiction author William Gibson is 
known for having stated “The future is 
already here, it’s just not very evenly
distributed” 

From another perspective, it makes just as 
much sense to state that “The collapse is 
already here, it’s just not very evenly
distributed” 
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Content:
1 Computing within Limits
2 Interactive session
3 Computing within Limits applied
4 Q & A
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Computing within Limits 
and Carbon Law computing



Interactive session
1. Think (2-3 minutes)
2. Pair up (3 persons/group)
3. Discuss (ca 5 minutes)
4. Share
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Computing within Limits 
and Carbon Law computing



- Have you been provoked?
- If so, by what?
- If not, why?

- What would a Limits perspective mean for:
- Your own research?
- Your home university, (computing) research in 
general, AI, computer security, society, X?
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Questions for discussion:



Content:
1 Computing within Limits
2 Interactive session
3 Computing within Limits applied
4 Q & A
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Computing within Limits Limits 
and Carbon Law computing



“A goal of this community is to impact society
through the design and development of
computing systems in the abundant present for 
use in a future of limits and/or scarcity”

• But what does ”a future of limits and/or 
scarcity” mean?
• What does practical (Limits, Carbon Law-

compliant) research look like?
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First and second Limits CfP:
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What are we aiming for?

Eriksson, E., & Pargman, D. (2018). Meeting the future in the 
past-using counterfactual history to imagine computing
futures. Limits 2018
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• 196 countries support the Paris 
agreement – limit global warming 
to 2˚C (preferably 1.5˚C). 

What are we aiming for?
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• 196 countries support the Paris 
agreement – limit global warming 
to 2˚C (preferably 1.5˚C). 

• à Then we have a limited 
“budget” for additional CO2 
emissions 

• à We have to reduce our CO2 
emission in line with the The 
Carbon Law

What are we aiming for?
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What are we aiming for?

https://exponentialroadmap.org



1. Question growth
2. Consider models of scarcity
3. Reduce energy and material 

consumption
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Computing within Limits: 
Three key principes

Nardi, B., Tomlinson, B., Patterson, D. J., Chen, J., Pargman, 
D., Raghavan, B., & Penzenstadler, B. (2018). Computing
within limits. Communications of the ACM, 61(10), 86-93.



1. Question growth
2. Consider models of scarcity
3. Reduce energy and material 

consumption
4. Apply computing to solve real-world

sustainability problems
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Computing within Limits: 
Four key principes
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• We have to reduce our CO2 
emission in line with the The 
Carbon Law
– This includes emissions from flying. 

– This includes emissions from KTH’s 
flying

What are we aiming for?



FLIGHT
Decreased CO2-emissions in flight-intensive organisations: 

from data to practice

Daniel Pargman Elina Eriksson Markus Robèrt Jarmo Laaksolahti Aksel Biørn-Hansen
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Visualizing flying in an organisation

Top-down

Middle-out

Bottom-up



All one-way flight trips made by employees at a division during 2019
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Materializing emissions
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GINI-coefficient for the world economy = 0,65
GINI-coefficient of flight emissions from KTH researchers = 0.78



“Reduced emissions from business travel: 
Joint efforts to achieve Swedish universities’ 
climate goals”
New project (2023-2024) with 22 partners 
(20 Swedish Higher Education Institutions)
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Our next project



“Reduced emissions from business travel: 
Joint efforts to achieve Swedish universities’ 
climate goals”
New project (2023-2024) with 22 partners 
(20 Swedish Higher Education Institutions)
If we are granted money, we will need to hire a 
data science/statistics post-doc!
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Our next project



Content:
1 Computing within Limits
2 Interactive session
3 Computing within Limims applied
4 Q & A
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Computing within Limits 
and Carbon Law computing



Thank you!
Daniel Pargman
pargman@kth.se
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ICT is a promise and a threat:
Efficiency can lead to rebound and backfire
effects!
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We have to talk about rebound effects



Backfire effects
Smart vending machines
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Hilty, L. (2012). Why energy efficiency is not sufficient–some remarks
on “Green by IT”, EnviroInfo’12. Shaker Verlag, 13-20.
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• Number of old (big) machines has remained the same 
since 1995. Why?

Smart vending machines 
on Japanese streets
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• Number of old (big) machines has remained the same 
since 1995. Why?

• Another limiting factor (beyond cost): space

Smart vending machines 
on Japanese streets



AI as a promise and a threat
Efficiency
Sufficiency
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We have to talk about AI



AI as a promise and a threat
Efficiency
Sufficiency
Solving real-world sustainability problems

FLIGHT project
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We have to talk about AI


